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library here can be successful.
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(As a theoretical computer scientist (and mathematician) I
don’t work on the solver (or on any code) for maybe half a
year, then I return — that’s really a mental effort with a
complex program).
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Not unlike meta-programming in C++ (as generative
programming), the higher levels (outer hulls) must be
reflected back to the base level.

The master-plan
The users; the “business plan”

At the beginning exactly one “stakeholder”, our (tiny)
group (currently Matthew Henderson and me).
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The build system
HO unit testing

This shall create to initial impetus for a more widespread
use among researchers and research laboratories. (I
would consider 10 external entities seriously using the
OKlibrary as quite a success.)
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sources. (In the best of all worlds, on a larger scale.)
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usage of generic libraries can be complicated (from
time to time the whole library falls onto you)
very hard to get qualified programmers.
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Boost in all supported versions and combinations)
building and running the tests
running and administrating the performance tests
compiling the documentation (html (Doxygen) and
latex)
creating distributions.
Let’s have a look ... [here the library files have been
visited, and as some example we considered the
Messages module]
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reliable, reusable “test functions”.
(Some Java frameworks speak of “reusable test assets”,
but I doubt that this can be achieved without a strong
template mechanism.)
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function is strengthened to cover this bug (and
more), and the testfunction testing this testfunction is
informed about this bug, whence no need to
distinguish regression testing.
Permanent improvement of the test functionality is
essential:
We start with simple ad-hoc tests (as in ordinary unit
testing), and every time we touch the model we move
towards a more complete, systematic test.
(The idea of “cheap unit tests” seems fundamentally
flawed to me.)
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Our notion of tests requires, that not only our
implementations must be testable, but also our concepts!
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Input and output of tests ?!
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Tests are not well-integrated into normal programming
activities because of their peculiar input/output nature:
the input is a kind of a program;
either there is no output (“appears to be alright”), or
we want to have a precise description of the error
detected.
This “strangeness” (higher-order-ness) of tests makes it
hard to do test-programming.
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And last, but not least, there is the specification problem:
What does a test really achieve??
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The answer is obvious:
first, we always impose a (reasonable) partial order
on the tests, so that some tests are “more basic”
than others;
second, It’s a feature! Every test also tests
everything.
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The problem are the associated types: To create some
test data, (too) often complicated enable-if’s are
needed (to query the unknown associated types).

Generic libraries

I started this way, but found this approach creates too
many artificial problems.

HO unit testing

Better is to allow dependent concepts, that is, X is not a
class but a class template (in general).
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So we “push” instead of “pull”.
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Testing class templates
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Assume that we have a concept C and a dependent
model
namespace Module {
template <typename T>
class M { . . . } ;
}
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We want to test here whether every M<T> is a model of C.
So we write a test function
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namespace Module { namespace t e s t {
template <template <class T> class C>
class M_T : public OKlib : : TestBase {
... };
}}
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Some technical remarks
Namespaces are very important to us, and they are
considered being part of the name.
The namespace structure coincides with the
directory structure.
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Primary functionality is only implemented by classes
and class templates, while free-standing functions
and function templates are (important) “syntactic
sugar”.
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Testability is achieved by atomisation of functionality.
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The most basic coding style principle: Trust the
language.
Only one language (C++).
Don’t design where you have no knowledge — but
improve the design every time you touch something.
Concepts are first given implicitly.
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But we might have other dependent models M2<T>,
M3<A,B> ?
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Then we’ll improve the test system, and factor out the
generic tests for C itself:
Generic tests for C are axioms, which take a sequence of
objects and check some properties.
(Note that “axiomatic tests” do not create objects.)
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Divide and substitute
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Our test functions do exactly one of the following:
In case concept C asks for properties P1 , . . . , Pn ,
then the test function calls the subtests for these
properties (“base-concepts”).
Otherwise we either choose “representative data” or
“representative types” (or both) and substitute them
(preferably “lazily”).
(Remark: Sometimes “diagonal substitution is needed” to
ease creation of objects.)
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At the leaves of the “test tree” constructed in this way we
finally are able to decide the property, and in case of a
failure the test system reports (at various levels of
explicitness — using messages(!)) the path to the leaf in
the test tree.
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Summary

Generic SAT
library
Oliver Kullmann

SAT is a major technique to solve hard problems.
The OKlibrary is designed to have a life-time of at
least 10 years, enabling complex super-polynomial
time algorithm research and making it practical.
The framework to achieve these (not so trivial) goals
is given by “holistic libraries”, and especially “generic
higher order unit testing”.
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Outlook
We did a lot of (practical) research into efficient
generic algorithms and data structures — and much
more is needed.
Hope to see you in 2 years, reporting what the library
has achieved!
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For Further Reading I
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For the P vs. NP problem a general introduction is
http:
//www.claymath.org/millennium/P_vs_NP.
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SAT solvers

Who we are, what
we want
History

For the SAT competition see
http://www.satcompetition.org.
The main SAT discussion forum is
http://www.satlive.org.
The main SAT journal is
http://www.isa.ewi.tudelft.nl/Jsat/.
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Krzysztof Czarnecki and Ulrich W. Eisenecker.
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Addison-Wesley, 2000.
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